One of the most important steps in recognizing fingerprint is accurate feature extraction of the input image. To enhance the accuracy of fingerprint recognition, an algorithm using fractional derivatives is proposed in this paper. The proposed algorithm uses the definitions of fractional derivatives Riemann-Liouville (R-L) and Grunwald-Letnikov (G-L) in two sections of direction estimation and image enhancement for the first time. Based on it, new mask of fractional derivative Gabor filter is calculated. The proposed fractional derivative-based method enhances the image quality. This method enhances the structure of ridges and grooves of fingerprint, using fractional derivatives. The efficiency of the proposed method is studied in images of FVC2004 (DB1, DB2, DB3 and DB4) database and the results are evaluated using the criteria including entropy, average gradient, and edge intensity. Also, performance of the proposed method is compared with other technical methods such as Gabor filter. Based on the obtained results from the tests, the method is able to enhance the quality of fingerprint images significantly.
Introduction
By extensive growth of internet computations, having reliable protection for sensitive data and personal resources is becoming one of the most important demands. Sensitive information may be encrypted during data transfer via web, using advanced encryption methods and informaHossein Baloochian, Hamid Reza Ghaffary: Department of Computer Engineering, Ferdows Branch, Islamic Azad University, Ferdows, Iran *Corresponding Author: Saeed Balochian: Department of electrical Engineering, Gonabad Branch, Islamic Azad Universaity,Gonabad, Khorasan-e Razavi, Iran, E-mail: saeed.balochian@gmail.com tion hiding techniques. However, all of these security criteria are not sufficient to guarantee that the user requesting transfer is the authenticated user.
Fingerprints are invariable features of human. It has been proved that each person's fingerprint is unique. This provides the theoretical basic for using fingerprint as a reliable criterion for identifying identities. The fingerprint structure consists of ridges and grooves. The local structure of ridges is used to match two fingerprints.
An efficient fingerprint indexing, which uses ellipse properties, is proposed in Fingerprint indexing based on convex core point and minutiae pairs. Advantages of mentioned method include: fingerprint representation is very robust to distortions and noise and fingerprint features are invariant to translation and rotation [1] .
Megías and colleague [2] have proposed efficient Peer to Peer (P2P) content distribution avoiding expensive cryptographic protocols. They suggested recombined fingerprints to improve the efficiency of anonymous fingerprinting for the legal distribution of copyrighted multimedia contents in P2P systems. For more details about fingerprint image application and research refer to [3] .
During reception and transfer, noise has unfavorable effects on images, which causes problems in further processing of image; fingerprint images are not excluded from this principle. On the other hand, fractional computations provide ways for non-integer order differentiation and integration of functions. This mathematical area has been studied by famous mathematicians as Leibniz (1695), Euler (1738), Liouville (1850), and Hardy and Littlewood (1925) [4] . While this branch of mathematics has an old history, there exist its applications in different areas in the last decade and researchers of different scientific areas, especially machine vision and artificial intelligence, have been attracted to it during recent years. The researches of reference [5] are the first applications of fractional computations in image processing. Recently, fractional computations play an important role in different image processing areas such as edge detection, noise reduction, texture enhancement and image reconstruction. The authors of [6] showed that using non-integer order derivatives enhances the edge selectivity and robustness against noise. This reference has not presented a practical example of edge detection. Yuang et al. [7] proposed a method to create fractional derivative operator using integer order derivative operators. According to the authors of [8] point of view, due to direct or indirect use of integer order derivatives, conventional noise reduction algorithms remove the details of the image including texture and edges. They proposed two methods to remove noise based on adaptive fractional computations. The fractional integral algorithms based on R-L definition (FIA-1) and G-L definition (FIA-2) have been used for noise reduction [9, 10] . The authors of [11] proposed a novel mathematical method to remove noise using fractional Alexander polynomials.
In reference [12] , fractional order differential mask has been proposed for smoothing images. Pu et.al. proved that fractional derivative-based methods keep the features of visible environments with low frequencies in smoothed areas, and the high frequency marginal features in gray level variation region would increase. Moreover, derivatives may enhance the texture details in the regions that gray level does not have meaningful variations [13] [14] [15] [16] . The references [17, 18] proposed methods to enhance images, as well. Gu et al. [19] suggested the visible environment model to partition images with non-uniform intensity.
The most important step in fingerprint matching is automatic, accurate extraction of features from the input images. Therefore, the efficiency of extraction algorithms is highly dependent on the quality of the input fingerprint image. This paper proposes a new method to enhance fingerprint recognition using fractional computations. In the proposed method, G-L definition is used to create the image gradient computation mask. Then, other parameters of Gabor filter are calculated and finally, Gabor function fractional order derivative filter is derived using R-L definition. In this method, ridges of fingerprint and details of image texture are preserved while having noise reduction. This method is not only applicable in enhancing the fingerprint quality, but also useful in image texture detection. The paper is organized as follows.
In the second section, a brief summary on mathematical basics of fractional computations in image processing and other required tools and general features of fingerprint images is presented. In section 3, the proposed algorithm's steps and the method to construct the desired fractional order filter in the proposed algorithm are discussed. The numerical results of the proposed method and its implementation on FVC2004 database and comparison with other technical methods such as Gabor filter are presented in section 4. The conclusions are reported in section 5.
Fractional differentiation and problem statement
In this section, the theoretical background of fractional order derivatives and fingerprint features are thoroughly discussed.
Grunwald-Letnikov Fractional order differentiation
G-L fractional order differentiation definition is presented based on the integer order derivative definition of the continuous function. Assume that for each real number ∀v ∈ R having integer part
The definition of GL fractional order derivative is as
Where
Since data processing of computers and filters is digital and finite, the maximum diversity in gray images is also finite and the shortest distance between the images' neighboring points is one. Therefore, the minimum division value has to be h =1, and the maximum division values on axis x and y are nx
, respectively. In fact, to design the fractional order derivative mask n × n(n ≤ min(nx , ny)), digital image of backward subtraction on axis x and y in negative direction may be written as [14] 
Due to equations (2) and (3), the coefficients of fractional order derivative of the function s(x, y) are as
where Γ(.) is the Gamma function.
Riemann-Liouville fractional order differentiation
Assume f (x) as a continuous function in the interval [a, b] . Left-handed Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative of the order v is defined as below
In fact, f has m distinct times [20] . Equation (6) is derived by expanding equation (5).
when Re(v) < m for an analytic function, and in particular, when 0 < v ≤ 1 and m = 1, a = 0, equation (6) may be written as
Considering a = 0 and the spectral domain Ω = [0, x], and by dividing the interval Ω to N+1 nodes so that x j = j∆x for j = 0, 1, . . . , N, ∆x = x / N , the function value in the nodes is as follows
When N is sufficiently large, we have the following equation with acceptable accuracy
Fingerprint features
Fingerprint recognition is one of the most useful biometrics modality for identity identification, which has been used in different areas such as business, criminology, etc. Processing fingerprint images with low quality is an important research area which has been solved in special-purpose using image processing [21] . Most fingerprint recognition methods require information about local directions of fingerprint pattern. Fingerprint is composed of ridges and grooves on fingertip. Generally, fingerprint has three groups of features: 1) general features including the direction of ridges and their extracted features, as core and delta (SP Singular Points) 2) local details as minutia details 3) additional details including ridges distance or the fingerprint frequency, balance lines and visible environment. Using aforementioned features, fingerprint images are categorized to arcuate, tent-shaped, right loop, left loop, and spiral.
Proposed method
Fractional order derivative algorithm for fingerprint image enhancement includes the following steps: 1. Fingerprint image normalization 2. Fractional gradient calculation and ridge direction mapping determination 3. Frequency calculation 4. Gabor filter's fractional order derivative calculation 5. Implementing fractional Gabor filter using the obtained parameters by steps 2 and 3
Main contributions of the proposed method are implementation of fractional derivative in steps 2 and 4 and fractional Gabor filter mask making in Step 5 for fingerprint image enhancement.
Normalization
Normalization is used for homogenizing the intensity in images, and it works by setting the interval of gray levels in a desired interval [22] .
Fractional gradient calculation and ridge direction mapping determination
Gradient vectors are partial derivatives of images' intensity level in each point of the Cartesian coordinate system. The gradient vector in fingerprint images has maximum variations is gray level intensity, where it is orthogonal to ridge lines. Since each ridge has two edges, gradient vectors in two directions of ridge are opposite. If we want to calculate the angle φ using average for each ridge, two opposite values of edges cancel each other. To solve this problem, we used the presented equation in [22] 
In the proposed method in the above equation, G-L fractional order derivative is used to calculate gradient vectors. Therefore, the above equation is rewritten as below
(11) In the proposed method for gradient vectors of image in two coordinates of x and y, Sobel developed filter will be calculated using G-L method-based fractional order derivative. After dividing the image into N × N blocks, local direction estimation of ridges in each block is calculated.
Frequency calculation
The image frequency shows the local frequency of ridges in the fingerprint. In the first step of frequency estimation, the image is divided into w × w blocks. The next step is locating gray level values of pixels inside each block along a direction orthogonal to the local direction of ridges. This design approach is usually in sinusoidal waveform with local minimums which are in accordance with ridges in fingerprint. To reduce the effect of noise in this design, a Gaussian low pass filter of dimension w × w has been used. s(i, j) is obtained by calculating the transition distance of ridges, calculating median of pixels between consequent minimum points in the designed waveform. Therefore, the ridge frequency F(i, j) for each block centering at (i, j) is
Calculation of Gabor filter's fractional order derivative
When the ridges' frequency information and direction are determined, these parameters are used to construct Gabor filter (even-symmetric). 2D Gabor filter includes a sinusoidal waveform in one direction with specific frequency, modulated by Gaussian envelope. Gabor filters are vastly used due to their frequency and direction selectivity. These features allow the filter to be set in order to obtain the best responses for ridges in one direction with specific frequency in fingerprint image. Therefore, a correct, accurate setting by Gabor filter may be used to utilize ridges structures efficiently, when their quality is deteriorated by noise.
Gabor filter (even-symmetric) is the real part of Gabor function, including a cosine wave modulated by Gaussian function. A Gabor filter (even-symmetric) in spatial domain is as follows
x θ = x cos θ + y sin θ and y θ = −x sin θ + y cos θ
Where θ is the Gabor filter direction, f is the cosine wave frequency, δx and δy are standard deviations of Gaussian envelope along coordinates x and y, and x θ , y θ are defined corresponding to filter frame. To calculate the fractional order derivative of Gabor function, by replacing Eq. (13) in Eq. (6), we have
It is observed that equation (14) is the discrete representation for convolution of function f and coefficients C. this equation may be compacted as below
N+1 non-zero coefficients C i (i = 0, 1, . . . , N) are functions considering fractional order v, and these coefficients are as
By having δx = δy, the fractional order derivative of Gaussian filter may be written as
where
The significant difference between fractional order differentiation and integer order differentiation is that the summation of these coefficients is not zero.
Fractional Gabor filter implementation
By having N = 2 based on equation (16) , three coefficients C j , (j = 0, 1, 2) are determined as below
Fractional order derivatives of Gaussian filter are presented in (21) and (22) fdg
The Gaussian filter and Gabor filter behavior may be seen in Fig. 1 . Fig. 1(a) shows the Gaussian filter behavior without directional sensitivity. Fig. 1(b) shows the Gabor filter behavior and Fig. 1 
Evaluation and experimental results
Numerical results of fractional order derivative algorithm to enhance fingerprint images and comparison with other technical methods are presented in this section. To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed method, FVC2004 (DB1, DB2, DB3 and DB4) fingerprint images of dimensions 640× 480, 328 × 364, 300 × 480, and 288 × 384 have been used [22] . Images (a, b) in Fig. 2 are original images with poor quality, and the second row (c, d) are the enhanced images using fractional order derivative filter of Gaussian function. In these images, it is observed that after applying the filter, the image's clarity increases and ridges in the fingerprint images are enhanced.
In the second evaluation, the efficiency of proposed method using all fingerprint images in DB2, DB3 and DB4 is analyzed using the following criteria: information entropy: entropy is the amount of image's information. The entropy of gray image s(x, y) is
where p(i), i = 0, 1, . . . , 255 is the probability distribution of image intensity. Due to the fact that the proposed method reduces the unnecessary information of images and tries to keep the fingerprint ridges, we consider inverse entropy as the criterion. Average gradient (AG): this criterion shows the ability of methods in distinguishing between details, and it is used for evaluating images' neatness. Average gradient of image s(x, y) is as below
(24) M and N are image dimensions.
Entropy and average gradient are calculated for each of 80 original images in DB2, DB3, and DB4 and their enhanced versions using the proposed method and common Gabor filter. Criteria averages for all images are presented in Table 1 . As observed, the proposed method could increase the inverse entropy and average gradient criteria of the images significantly. In the performed experiment, the values of v to calculate fractional gradient and Gabor function's fractional order derivative for each image are selected from the intervals [0.5,0.9] and [0.15,0.5], respectively. In the fourth column, the edge intensity (EI) criterion is presented. For each original and enhanced image, edge detection is done using the Sobel operator. As it is observed, the proposed method could favorably increase the edge intensities, which results in noise reduction and accuracy enhancement.
In the third evaluation, performance of the proposed method in the core detection of improved fingerprint rather than primary images is shown in Table 2 . For more details about core detection method refer to [22] .
According to obtained results of Table 2 accuracy of core detection using proposed method is increased 25% .
Finally, performance of the proposed method is compared with hypothetical (manually) minutia detection. Fig. 3 shows original images and their enhanced images respectively.
Three transversal lines in Fig. 3(a) are shown which lead to removing fingerprint information. These discontinuities lead to selection marked points as ridge ending minutiae while minutia search algorithm is run. Mentioned problem is solved in Fig. 3 (f) using proposed method in enhanced image. Fig. 3(b) in bottom region near to center fingerprint has not quality. Proposed method performance in improvement of this image is shown in Fig. 3(g) . In Fig. 3(c) , horizontal and vertical noisy lines exist. Also, right region of this image is unclear. In Fig. 3(h) , all of fingerprint ridges of Fig. 3(c) are retrieved by proposed method but, incorrect ridge bifurcation minutiae in the left side of this image are created.
As, we can show in Fig. 3(i) , proposed method increases quality of fingerprint ridges in top and bottom region of Fig. 3(d) . Fig. 3(e) has very low quality. Therefore, incorrect ridge ending minutiae are created. Using proposed method in Fig. 3(j) , incorrect ridge ending minutiae are not created and ridge bifurcation minutiae are comfortably detected.
Conclusion
Practical researches about fractional computations are growing and their practical results are appearing. This paper begins by introducing fractional order derivatives, and then presents an algorithm to enhance fingerprint images using fractional order derivative filter. Based on the obtained results, the parts of the fingerprint which were almost lost have retrieved their minutia by using this method, and the clarity of image in regions between ridges and grooves has been enhanced. This method is immune to noise, and it enhances the fingerprint image's quality. The proposed method can potentially be used for detection and texture extraction of images such as pipelines, highways, railways and other regular textures in satellite images. Also, proposed method can be used in medical images which direction of texture is important such as bone fracture images.
